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 Plague Year Journal Continues: 


"I'm a Don Juan with more kids than Norman Mailer. But I've 
only been married once. Her children died but she lives on and 
has - it seems - outlived me. But I have infinitely out-loved her. 
I've spilled more seed in the right places than Genghis Khan or 
the Irish O'Neill.


"I knew Hugh Hefner when he was humping sofa cushions. 
Mine was the first Bunny Mansion he ever saw. I have eleven 
Bunyan Bunnies in attendance right now but I won't bother to 
name them since there's bound to be a change by the time this 
comes out. I will tell you that I regularly shop the Russian girl 
yellow pages. Second of course are the ICE lockers where I 
make my choice through a satellite hook-up. A variety of East-
ern European girls. I also have a great Nigerian contact and a 
Hong Kong agent.


(More ed.note): Like the story so far? This situation created a 
major scandal long before the memoir manuscript surfaced. 
For one thing, the Bunnies spilled out into the public eye. 
Paul's sister - of the successful cable show "Babe Blue" - 
signed up all the girls - 17 at this point - for a fabulous Reality 
Show on VH1 (it's more Bimbo than entertaining, so maybe it is 
MTV) Babe Bunyan Blue is a notable has been with a second 
flowering of career on Cable, after a string of B and X movies 
successes. Babe and Paul haven't spoken for decades (she 
claims that father and brother did her from puberty on) but in 
his dotage Paul allowed a quartet of stunning TV camera crews 
to take up residence in the Bunyan Mansion.


With Paul's death the show, which never really needed him - 
the focus went to the selection of Paul the 6th. There was a 
string of mothers with children sometimes in tow, DNA in hand, 
claiming the Throne. The program's current zinger is that one 
of the girls is 9 months pregnant and everyone is waiting for 
the possible birth of a boy - to be named Paul Bunyan the 
Sixth.


The mother is a latecomer - a teen-age Palestinian girl named 
Hagar who has since fallen under the managerial eye of Bun-
yan's only wife, Maggie Bunyan (she says she's 59 but she's 
really 74, goes the family joke) She features in Bunyan's mem-
oirs - which he called "The Private Life of the Fifth Bunyan", 
written with the aid of a fifth of bourbon the text continues in 
smaller italics. About Maggie he says:


"I pen these reminiscences so that people will stop their 
mouths. i am not a murder or a rapist. At least not legally. I 
guess my relationship with Maggie was all rape and a bed wide. 
She never like sex, or me and after our honeymoon in Las Ve-

gas in 1959 she got a room of her own in the old Mansion 
where I grew up and knew a secret door she never found. A 
devout Christian at the time, she couldn't divorce me, and her 
minister who was one of my father's toadies told her she had to 
stick it out and wait for god to change me into a gentleman. 

"I of course was a timber beast, unable to change. My chem-
istry threw me at her in one assault wave after the other. A 
noble husband I climbed her breastworks and ungirded her 
loins quite a few times.I also like to punch her about before 
after during and without sex. The violence probably was a lot 
more regular but ultimately - though she was certainly a better 
fuck than Ayn Rand - I went back to working girls. Not working 
hookers, just local girls who had to work for a living and didn't 
mind doing IT on their own fabulous bed in their own fabulous 
room in my own fabulous house.


"Working girls had been my lot between Ayn and Maggie. I was 
14 when I fucked one of my father's bookkeepers, a Buncorp 
office worker age 23 transferred from the LA office. Her name 
was Sheila and she wore so much stuff, all starched and Doris 
Day like that it was like what disrobing a nun might have been 
like. I acquired a taste for executive secretaries and clerical 
pool girls (here they had a real wet pool as well). Of course, I 
entrust these memoirs to a male secretary however. 


"Sheila's main attraction were her unrelentingly long legs, ex-
cessively encased in nylons, thrillingly attached to a black 
garter belt. It was fifties' boy porno. apotheosis”


Maggie Bunyan's main opponent is Buncorp CEO, Jack 
Knight, a onetime Australian spook who's invested the corpo-
ration heavily in Indonesian oil, Asian heroin and Hawaiian 
hash.He claims the memoirs are a forgery. Or does he claim 
that he wrote them? I can 't sort out Jack's stories which al-
ways take me down, down, into the underworld of global 
princes, presidents, hitmen and jackals.


Even without the Comic strip touches, the key word here is 
Buncorp. Says the fifth Bunyan:


"I'm better than the best - a Scion from the fabulously wealthy 
and influential Buncorp family. I epitomize the family's ongoing 
status as epic Robber Barons." 

The only person I trust to sort all this out for me is my close 
friend Aloyoishis West Whitehead, "Wishy"- the Quaker detec-
tive. Fearless and unarmed except with the truth- he nonthe-
less judiciously promises his enemies an infinity of tripwires to 
embarrassing stories should he suddenly become an inert 
corpse.


It was he that authenticated the manuscript for me and 
arranged for its dissemination. I used to visit him on the bleak 

Slavage Ridge where he had built an immense driftwood cas-
tle. It was a glorious spot where the saucers ran on a nightly 
basis and inter-dimensional beings maneuvered against each 
other in a politics which our own earthly politics only mimicked. 
Now I hang out in his office in Taft located in a corner of the top 
floor of the old Opera House.I can look down through his glass 
wall to view the cobwebbed stage below.


Said West whitehead: "The third Bunyan built this palace back 
when Taft was the Coho County seat. He built another in his 
spankin’ new town - Bunyana - when the city fathers here 
pissed him off and he decided to use his plethora of wood to 
build a competitor. It worked out. Bunyana is now the County 
seat and poor little Taft has had to use guile to survive against 
the malice of a family that makes the Medici look like the Brady 
Bunch.Just listen to this guy.”


Wishy read me the conclusion of the memoirs preface:


"Accept me as a Superman - a blond Nietschean timber beast 
- a Jack London Tree Wolf. I wield a supernatural saw with a 
secret name that levels forests at a sweep. I have improved on 
my industrious ancester, Paul Bunyan the first. These Red-
woods were his last refuge - emgerging from his French Cana-
dian nest to ravage far and wide, a glacier of destruction finally 
coming to earth in a coastal California corner.


"I'm the John Henry of Logging still!"


West Whitehead shook his head. He was no fan of the upcom-
ing Timber Bragging Days, where the theater of destruction is 
rehearsed by competing bands of loggers for possession of the 
silver ax and the golden saw of the original Paul Bunyan.


"It's hard to escape the past when it has its hands 
around the throat of the present," 


he mourned.


- Paul Encimer   
       From a 2009 Blog.  

Paul revisited  
THE PLAGUE YEAR JOURNAL  
for decades in various forms, 
weaving a rich tapestry of fictional  
characters and archetypes inhabiting  
our local watersheds, and his mind.

What Kind of Times Are These  
There's a place between two stands of trees where the grass grows uphill 
and the old revolutionary road breaks off into shadows 
near a meeting-house abandoned by the persecuted 
who disappeared into those shadows. 
I've walked there picking mushrooms at the edge of dread, but don't be fooled 
this isn't a Russian poem, this is not somewhere else but here, 
our country moving closer to its own truth and dread, 
its own ways of making people disappear. 
I won't tell you where the place is, the dark mesh of the woods 
meeting the unmarked strip of light— 
ghost-ridden crossroads, leafmold paradise: 
I know already who wants to buy it, sell it, make it disappear. 
And I won't tell you where it is, so why do I tell you 
anything? Because you still listen, because in times like these 
to have you listen at all, it's necessary 
to talk about trees. 

- Adrienne Rich


